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Copyright_License { XCSoar Glide Computer - Copyright (C) 2000-2016 The XCSoar Project A detailed list of copyright holders can be found in the file "AUTHORS". This program is free software; you can redistribute it and/or modify it under the terms of the GNU General Public License as published by the Free Software

Foundation; either version 2 of the License, or (at your option) any later version. This program is distributed in the hope that it will be useful, but WITHOUT ANY WARRANTY; without even the implied warranty of MERCHANTABILITY or FITNESS FOR A PARTICULAR PURPOSE. See the GNU General Public License for more details.
You should have received a copy of the GNU General Public License along with this program; if not, write to the Free Software Foundation, Inc., 59 Temple Place - Suite 330, Boston, MA 02111-1307, USA. } */ #ifndef XCSOAR_TIMELINE_ORIENTATIONDRAWER_HPP #define XCSOAR_TIMELINE_ORIENTATIONDRAWER_HPP #include

"ScreenPosition.hpp" #include "ScreenSegment.hpp" #include "Compass.hpp" #include "OrientationAware.hpp" class CountdownTimer; namespace Timeliner { /** * Represents a clock on a general map. */ class OrientationDrawer { Private: static int32_t current_time_offset; Compass* compass; ScreenPosition anchor_pos;
ScreenSegment anchor_seg; /// Don't allow assignment of a
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Computer programming language "C".Telomerase is believed to be associated with most if not all human cancers. Transcription of the telomerase-associated RNA template for telomerase, telomerase RNA (TR), is thus an interesting target for therapeutics. A 70 nt stretch of the TR poly(A) tail is essential for TR transcription and
is conserved in most eukaryotes. It has been hypothesized that this conserved region contributes to essential features of TR, but direct experimental evidence is lacking. We propose to test this hypothesis with the biochemical and genetic tools available in yeast. We will determine if changes in the TR poly(A) tail affect TR

stability, make the TR more accessible for RNA polymerase II, increase the number of TR molecules, increase TR half-life, alter TR function, affect TR splicing, or alter the stability or localization of other telomerase proteins. We will determine if TR trimerization occurs in vivo, determine whether two copies of the TR poly(A) tail
can trimerize and promote a higher molecular weight TR oligomer, and determine if this higher molecular weight TR oligomer functions in vivo. We will also develop systematic genetic screens and obtain TR null mutants, in the hope of identifying essential steps in TR function. We will make TR stable cell lines and obtain cell
lines expressing human TR. We will develop TR cell lines in which the entire RNP complex is tagged, and determine TR function in these cells. These studies should reveal the effects of perturbing the TR poly(A) tail, and they may identify specific components of TR and/or the RNP complex that can be targeted therapeutically.

Moreover, this work will provide a starting point for future study of TR function in human cells. [unreadable] [unreadable]Pages Friday, February 22, 2014 Old Fitzgerald Wine Co Around the corner from where I live there is a new/old wine shop, one you probably pass on a daily basis. Though I'm not a daily wine drinker (in fact I
rarely drink wine anymore) I love this new place because of the name. Old Fitzgerald is such a unique name for a wine shop. Wine Shop? No. Old Fitzgerald? Why not?! I'm a big fan of Old Fitzgerald Vodka and thought this was a great example of a name that fits even if you can't drink the product. I've been a fan of Old

Fitzgerald for a while and really can't complain
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